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Wismer Woes

BY DENNIS MOIR
Assistant News Editor

Last week a stomach illness swept the Ursinus campus leaving as many as 100 sick and three students in the hospital. And while the administration is quick to point out that there has been a stomach virus spreading, many questions still remain.

The outbreak began last Tuesday night as many students began to come down with the illness. By Wednesday, over 45 people had invaded the infirmary with symptoms of what was first believed to be food poisoning. At midweek, there was a general consensus among students that either the chicken patties or the turkey (both served on Tuesday) was the source of the sickness, not a virus.

Enter the Board of Health. It was reported in the local newspapers that the State and Montgomery County Board of Health arrived on campus Friday and conducted a range of tests and interviews. According to Scott Smith of Wood Services, "the Department reviewed our menu, checked the food and how it was stored, and found nothing conclusive." Smith added that they also interviewed the two nurses on duty at the infirmary last Wednesday. They also checked the sick students records, trying to find a common link to prove if food poisoning was the cause.

By Saturday, things began to quiet down as Saturday's edition of The Mercury, in what Scott Smith called a retraction of Friday's headline, stated that the illness was blamed on a virus. The article stated that according to Sally Widman, an Ursinus spokeswoman, "officials have virtually ruled out food poisoning because not all the sick students ate in the cafeteria Tuesday. No one has been able to pinpoint a single source."

Interestingly enough, Widman speculates the food poisoning rumors have been fueled by a common belief among college students that cafeteria food is generally poor. If this is indeed only a rumor, how does one explain the cases of Rob Jensen and Anthony Barber? Both were rushed to Montgomery County Hospital with what was termed food poisoning. Both were reported to have had their meals last Tuesday at Wismer both had chicken at lunch as well.

For Jensen, his hospital stay lasted until Thursday. Barber went home Tuesday night, but not until he had his stomach drained. Barber says his doctor assessed his condition after a blood test and other tests were run to find the cause.

Although these are only two people out of 1,200, questions still remain.

Reports indicate that there was no doctor in the infirmary at 2:30pm last Wednesday, when a reported 20 people were waiting for one. It was at this time, Anthony Barber entered the infirmary, "doubled in pain." The only thing the nurse did was take his temperature. His temperature, which was said to be 98.6 degrees at 2:30pm, was 102.9 degrees by 4:00pm, the time of his admission to the hospital. Concerned students asked, "Isn't there supposed to be a doctor on duty on Wednesday afternoon, or at the very least, one which should be called if a problem arises?"

Many students on campus are also questioning the low-key approach taken by the Administration. According to Barber, no one has contacted him about his trip to the hospital since he informed the Administration last week. Although he wasn't looking for an apology, he, like the rest of the campus, would at least like a good explanation of what has transpired.

Curriculum Changes Affect All

BY KAREN LUNOVA
Of The Grizzly

As you may have heard, Ursinus is going to have a change in curriculum beginning next year. What does this mean for students currently enrolled as well as those who will be freshmen next year? First of all, it does not mean that juniors should panic. A transitional period has been developed as a part of the changes so no one will have to stay an extra semester to take the courses required. Actually, it may mean you will only have to take eight courses next year as opposed to ten.

As for the changes, the college is beginning a modified four credit system. Each course will be evaluated individually to see if it can fit the criteria of a four credit course. If so, it will be voted on by the faculty as such. The reasoning behind this change is the belief on the part of the faculty that the student experience would be better academically if they had four rather than five classes. The time students spend on work would remain the same (they don't expect students to work harder) but the intensity on each subject would increase.

This is a widely accepted belief at most liberal arts colleges. Up until about fifteen years ago, colleges almost invariably had a 120 credit policy for graduation, five three-credit courses a semester (except science courses). This began to change when Eckard College opened in 1961 with a four four-credit fall semester, a one course January term and a four four-credit spring semester. Many other colleges adopted this 4-1-4 system. During the 1980's, the January term was dropped by many colleges, but they continued with a 4-4-4 system.

The system the school is adopting is a modification of the 4-4 system. Not every course will be converted, but the majority will. The number of credits needed to graduate will be increased from 122 to either 128 or 132.

Concerning the other changes, most are occurring in the core curriculum. Freshman Composition will be one semester, followed by a freshman seminar. The composition class should be followed up by a writing intensive course in the student's major. As a follow-up on the Communications Arts class, an oral presentation within the major will be required.

HPER 100, Fitness and Wellness will now be offered as a three credit course. The history requirement has not changed, but a fine arts requirement has been added (the exact choices will be decided later).

In addition to the Freshman Seminar, two courses in the humanities will be required. And a new math course, Mathematics 100 has been added. Science is being revamped for non-majors to include one 100 course (chemistry, biology, physics) as well as a second 200 course or courses aimed at the non-science major.

And finally, each department will require a "capstone experience" usually in the form of a seminar. The seminar will be a research project combining all aspects studied in the major.

Students at U.C.

BY KAREN LUNOVA
Of The Grizzly

The majority of present students will not be adversely affected. And as previously mentioned, leeway in the form of a transitional period for students will be implemented by each department.

Some winners of last week's contest.

**BERMAN WINNERS**

Nils Neubauer: $100 Grand Prize
Michele Kriebel: Gift Certificate to King of Prussia Mall
James R. Dunlap: Gift Certificate to King of Prussia Mall
Lisa Williams: Gift Certificate to Campus Bookstore
Evelyn Kousoutris: Gift Certificate to Campus Bookstore
Brian Toleno: Brunch at Gypsy Rose Restaurant
Mike Rice: Dinner for two at Cutillo's
Sue Frable: Framed Inaugural Exhibition Poster
Mike Mason: Framed Inaugural Exhibition Poster
Lousia Schlee: T-Shirt
Linda Siz: T-Shirt
Carol Skinner: T-Shirt
Anthony DeMichele: T-Shirt
Jen Taylor: T-Shirt
Dino Plasha: T-Shirt
Betsy Laskowski: T-Shirt
Karen Miller: T-Shirt
Keisha Connelly: T-Shirt
Paul Gagne: T-Shirt

If you have any suggestions or comments, please let us know. We welcome your feedback.

**Editors Note**

This past week was quite eventful at Ursinus. We hope everyone had a good time and we look forward to seeing everyone on campus next year.
The Grizzly was founded in 1978, replacing the previous campus newspaper, The Ursinus Weekly. It is published by students thirteen weeks each semester. The Grizzly is edited entirely by students and views expressed in the paper are not necessarily those held by the administration, faculty or a consensus of the student body. The staff of The Grizzly invites opinions from the college community and will publish them as time and space permit.

Editorial

On Wednesday, the constitutions of two opposing student organizations were approved with little debate by the faculty. The student body, however, has been charged with much discussion sparked by the founding of Student Voice for Choice and Student Right to Life. The creation of these two groups is important not for their stands on the abortion issue, but for their mere existence. Student Voice for Choice and Student Right to Life may have contributed to the start of something new at Ursinus: student activism. Finally, students are overcoming that sleep-inducing apathetic virus which has plagued our campus for so long!

Faced with a moral issue being tackled by students, Ursinus is currently witness to letter-writing tables in Wismer, petitions circulating throughout the campus, and debates over who should receive school funding and why. While the recent goings-on with Student Right to Life and Student Voice for Choice have sparked a needed excitement on campus, they are not the only organizations fighting for a cause. USEAC (Ursinus Student Environment Action Coalition) has initiated aluminum recycling and the use of recycled paper on campus. It, too, has taken an issue to Wismer, getting up a letter-writing table this week to protest the Anti-Wilderness Bill (no. 371) which promotes deforestation in the U.S.

Further examples of students taking action include the recent Hugo fund drive headed by two RAs who, with the help of many other students, were able to round up $162 in relief aid. In addition, two other students are taking action by forming a committee to address the need of contraceptives available on campus.

Activism in this once apathy-ridden college is enlivening, bringing about debate and further action in other issues. Most importantly, activism gives us a taste of our ability to change the world around us.

Dear Editors:

Protests are too often manifested violently. Groups go to such drastic even destructive — measures for their cause. On the other hand, I will protest something differently, but let me return to this point later.

The Grizzly’s Oct. 20th issue spoke of the growing success of Ursinus’ newest group, Student Voice for Choice; the article’s fourth paragraph made me want to write. I do not want to be the one who does not “take action”, and maybe this will be the first of “anything negative.” “I “voice” my “choice”: I strongly hold to the Biblical stand that abortion is absolutely wrong. Of course, I will not go into that whole argument since neither side will ever be free from our positions. Nevertheless, I am protesting the current national as well as campus developments in this issue.

But remember what I said above. Some opponents would blast out with fiery words, but I have been instructed to be careful and wise in what and how I live. As a Follower of Christ Jesus, I am commanded to sincerely love everyone—just as Christ loves us. Furthermore, He says that “by this all people will be able to see that you are my Disciples, if you love one another”

Dear Editor:

Since last Easter, I’ve been asked numerous times why I am no longer running for Ursinus. It surprises many people that I’m not, especially those who know that I’m still running pretty regularly. I also go to all the meets and cheer the Harriers on their way.

There are a number of reasons I quit and among them is the coach, Robert Shoudt, and politics. Now that I’m not running under his program, you might think these reasons don’t apply anymore. Not so. I have remained good friends with the girls on the team and now understand the dynamics between coach and that their friends should be limited to the girls on the team. There were also innuendoes made about myself and the other girls who have quit. According to Shoudt we are not their friends, we are cowards. This was in a pep talk that he gave to the girls. This upsets me. Since when does a coach have the right to tell athletes with whom they can associate?

I also wonder if anyone cares why there is only one girl remaining from the first recruited class and why there are record-holding runners who are no longer with the program.

SUSAN WEHNER

“A Voice For Love”
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Coaching Cowardly
Alcohol Awareness

BY CHRISTIAN P. Sockel
Of The Grizzly
This past week, Alcohol Awareness Week was celebrated at Ursinus College in an attempt to educate college students and increase awareness on the harmful and deadly effects of alcohol. This same goal was set at Ursinus.

Alcohol Awareness Week was not organized to stop students from drinking, but to make them think before they drink. However, if it did effect some students’ choice to drink, the week has accomplished more than it had bargained for.

The sponsors for Alcohol Awareness Week were the Counseling Office headed by Beverly Oehlerl, and sorority Tau Sigma Gamma. Kim Wentzel, homecoming queen ‘89, is the chairwoman and chief organizer. Kim believes that the week does increase awareness of drinking’s long term effects. Through questionnaires, poster contests, and tee-shirt sales by SADD, the process and message of education was fulfilled. The faculty here at Ursinus is in strong support of this endeavor, and hopes the message sent takes hold in the minds of students on campus.

It’s obvious what the campus was trying to do. If you chose not to take anything serious about the week, it’s your loss. Drinking can be dangerous. See P.8

Club Sails Smoothly

BY ANDREA POWER
Grizzly Features Editor
Ursinus has many interesting secrets that students haven’t yet discovered, like faculty salaries, the college budget, certain Wismer recipes, and the Sailing Team. The latter was easily uncovered, thanks to the captain of the sailing team is good.Initiating and up and the team currently has twenty members and one boat. Initiating and up the team is worth the required investment. Indeed, an unbiased eye can see that the team is good.

Starting off the semester smoothly, the Ursinus Sailing Team has place well amongst powerhouse teams like Princeton, University of Pennsylvania, and Navy in the three competitions it has attended. In a September 8 and 9 laser single-handed regatta at the Naval Academy, the UC captain placed 26th while teammate Randy Leiser took 38th out of 44 competitors. The regatta’s winners were Keith Davids of Navy, and Old Dominion University’s Terry Hutchinson, in first and second places.

Ursinus was triumphant at the Delaware Valley (Area B) single-handed Championship regatta, with Platt qualifying for the Mid-Atlantic Championship to take place next weekend. Held on September 30 at Princeton’s Carnegie Lake, the Delaware Valley Championship had 24 competitors. Platt, sailing on a short triangle course, won 4th place over Penn in a near-tie in the last yards of the final race. The first three finishes were taken by Princeton. UC competitor Randy Leiser had some nice finishes, but did not place.

The most recent regatta the team attended was the Chesapeake Bay-Delaware Valley Sloop Championships hosted by the Naval Academy on October 7 and 8. UC competitors Platt, Leiser, John Tyndall, and Rob Brown sailed in a 24-foot J-24. While the team had not sailed together for one year, Platt said the he “felt pretty good” about their 9th-place result, and that he is looking forward to the next 4-person sloop regatta.

The
Global
Perspective

INTERNATIONAL

President Bush announced earlier this week that he would meet with Soviet President Gorbachev in December for two days of unstructured talks. These talks would be an informal session leading up to the full scale summit planned for late spring early summer of 1990. While it is mainly an opportunity for the two leaders to get to know each other, groundwork will also be done laying the basis for the 1990 Summit. Eastern Europe and the events there are likely to be a key topic of the event.

After a six week siege over taxes, Israeli soldiers cleared road blocks in the Israeli occupied West Bank. Both sides saw themselves as the victors, while internationally it was seen as a draw. Israel collected its taxes at a price — when residents failed to pay, their belongings were seized by the soldiers. The siege brought about a new array of international criticism to Israel.

Former President Richard Nixon met in Beijing with Deng Xiaoping, China’s current leader. Deng agreed not to attack the U.S. as the one who must make the first move concerning better relations between the two nations. He also saw the U.S. as having been too deeply involved in the turmoil and counterrevolutionary rebellion that occurred earlier this year. Nixon is on a private fact finding trip through China and on his return will meet with President Bush to report on his findings.

NATIONAL

The House of Representatives overwhelmingly approved a Senate-House conference agreement to ban smoking on all commercial airline flights within the continental United States and on most flights to Alaska and Hawaii.

President Bush and Congress finally arrived at an agreement on the minimum wage law. The minimum wage will go up to $3.80 an hour next year and $4.25 an hour in 1991. This is the first change in the minimum wage since 1981. The agreement calls for a subminimum training wage for teenagers 16-19 years old for their first job for no more than six months.

KEL

KAPLAN

Proudly Presents

"How to Get Into Medical School"
Featuring - Dr. Leonard Krivy
(Distinguished Educational Consultant)

A unique 4 hour seminar designed to give you the information and the competitive edge you need to achieve your educational goals.

TOPICS:
- Choice of College and Major
- Grades and Testing
- The Application Procedure
- Recommendation Gamemanship
- The Interview

This seminar is offered as a service to students and their families - without charge. Reservations are required.

DATE: Sunday October 22, 1989

For reservations and details call:
215-546-3317
The Cynosure

BY JEN STRAWBERRY
Of The Grizzly

Are you environmentally aware? Recently Dr. Bruce Rideout of the psychology department administered a survey to sixty-one randomly selected Ursinus students to investigate this matter. This survey is the first of a series that will be given once a semester. As a laboratory exercise for his experimental methods course, this survey deals with interesting and relevant topics to campus life. Dr. Rideout states, "This year I chose environmental issues because they have received a lot of attention, and it's important for us to determine students' knowledge and attitudes on these pressing issues."

Several of the questions on this survey are based specifically on a national survey conducted in 1988 by the Energy Conservation Coalition. Global warming is the central issue in both of these surveys.

So how aware are Ursinus students about the environment? Overall the results are positive. An entire 98 percent of the sample of students have heard of the greenhouse effect. In the 1988 national survey only 58 percent of the people had heard of the greenhouse effect. While almost all of us have heard of the greenhouse effect, only 12 percent of students surveyed know carbon dioxide to be the leading contributor. Whether or not we know the particulars about this crisis, it is certain that most of us are indeed worried about global warming. Only five percent of students surveyed reported not being worried about this issue at all. We recognize the important role the destruction of the rainforests play in the continual warming of the globe.

Surprisingly, political party affiliation did not appear to influence environmental attitudes. However, the news media influence knowledge and concern about the greenhouse effect. Those of us who reported watching the news on television were not as well informed as those of us who actively read the news. Dr. Rideout believes that this is probably the result of television watching being primarily a passive activity while reading demands an active role.

Although most of us foresee conditions worsening by the year 2000, over 37 percent of us do not believe global warming to be a hopeless situation. It is encouraging to know that we have not fallen into an attitude of hopelessness. We acknowledge our own capabilities to improve our situation. Although the damage is severe we still have the power to repair some of it. Surveys like this are very interesting to Dr. Rideout. Our responses were generally consistent to those in the national survey. The director of the Energy Conservation Coalition that sponsored the national survey in 1988, Mr. Nicholas Fedoruk, will be giving a lecture at Ursinus next week. Mr. Fedoruk will be addressing the issue of the greenhouse effect in his lecture entitled "Global Warming and the Energy Efficient Solution" on Wednesday, November 8 at 7:30 in Wissmer Auditorium. The coalition has 20 million members whose common interest is increasing America's energy efficiency. Mr. Fedoruk has been active in the energy planning and policy development for the last fifteen years and his role as director demands that he testify frequently before Congress on global warming and energy efficiency. We hope to see you on Wednesday night so you can become more environmentally aware and learn solutions to these pressing problems.

For Nature's Nurture

The results of this survey were consistent to those in the national survey. The director of the Energy Conservation Coalition that sponsored the national survey in 1988, Mr. Nicholas Fedoruk, will be giving a lecture at Ursinus next week. Mr. Fedoruk will be addressing the issue of the greenhouse effect in his lecture entitled "Global Warming and the Energy Efficient Solution" on Wednesday, November 8 at 7:30 in Wissmer Auditorium. The coalition has 20 million members whose common interest is increasing America's energy efficiency. Mr. Fedoruk has been active in the energy planning and policy development for the last fifteen years and his role as director demands that he testify frequently before Congress on global warming and energy efficiency. We hope to see you on Wednesday night so you can become more environmentally aware and learn solutions to these pressing problems.
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Bears Struggle With Division I

By LORI GOSNEAR
Of The Grizzly

The Lady Bears ended their regular season this week with two well-played but disappointing games. The first game against Penn State was played on Monday. The Bears were defeated by a score of 2-1 which is nothing to be ashamed of considering Penn State is one of the toughest teams in the division. Sophomore Jenn Harpel scored in the second half off an assist from Co-Capt. Janet Crutchler inside a crowded circle.

Ursinus then traveled to Princeton on Tuesday to play their last game. Unfortunately, the Bears were once again defeated by a score of 2-1. Despite the loss of five starting players due to injuries, the team managed to dominate the game. Sophomore Goalie Amy Capotosta saw some action in her first varsity game. The lone goal came from Crutchler in the first half on a corner.

This weekend the Lady Bears will journey to Harvard to play in the ECAC's (Division I) play-offs with a record of 7-1. Ursinus' first opponent will be Brown University. When asked how she suspects the team will fare against the Ivy League schools, Sophomore Toni Wengler replied, "If we play the way we played in the last two games, I'm sure we'll do well."
They say having sex with someone is like having sex with everyone who they’ve had sex with.

You know, they’re right. That’s how sexually transmitted diseases spread.

So it’s time to explode some myths:

Like, you can’t get AIDS if you’re rich or white or heterosexual. (Get real.)

Like, a diaphragm protects against the AIDS virus. (It doesn’t.)

Or, that AIDS isn’t spreading among today’s younger adults.

Unfortunately, AIDS is.

There are a lot more facts where these come from. They’re right at your fingertips. The AIDSfactline.

It’s toll-free. And your call is confidential.

Use it. You need the facts.

**AIDSfactline**

1-800-662-6080

You can get the facts.

A public service of the Pennsylvania Department of Health
Grims Law

BY KATHERINE GRIM
Grizzly Columnist

Will someone please favor me a favor and explain this football thing to me. I’m watching Monday Night Football right now because the games I watched on Sunday really intrigued me. Some people like to challenge themselves mentally by doing crossword puzzles or math problems. I’m trying to figure out this game. No, Sunday was not the first time I ever saw a football game. I used to play football (or a version of it) with kids in my neighborhood when I was little. In high school, I was football cheerleader out there every Saturday afternoon freezing my pom-poms off screaming things like “First and ten, do it again. I had no idea what exactly “first and ten” meant and I still don’t. That’s the problem with the game. I cheered for soccer, wrestling, and basketball and although I’d never played those games before I managed to figure out the rules and the cheers. Didn’t know cheerleading was so difficult, did you? Football, however, is impossible. Everyday I think I have a handle on the rules of the game the ref blows his whistle, drops his handkerchief, and stops the game.

Let’s take, for example, the beginning of the second half of this game tonight. These announcer guys have Telly Savalas up there in the booth with them. Of course I don’t claim to have that same certain eloquence and savoir-faire Kojak has, but I’m going to give this play-by-play thing a shot anyway.

O.K.—we start out with the Giants. They’ve got the ball and throw it and run and suddenly it’s first down. It wasn’t the first time they all went down in a heap on the field, but they said it’s first down so we’ll take their word for it. All right, now the camera is focusing on this guy Studwell. I’m not sure what he did, though. Maybe the camera man likes his blue eyes. O.K., the camera is following Simms who’s limping around on the sidelines—doesn’t look good. Wow! The announcer just said, “You don’t have to know a lot about this game. You can see by how tenderly he’s walking he won’t be back.” Oooh, I knew that! I’m learning already. Giants kick the ball. A Viking catches it and stands there. He doesn’t look happy. Guess that’s not an interception, huh?

Now Minnesota has the ball and it’s first and ten. Wait, now it’s third and nine (Boy, this game’s moving right along). I think I see a pattern—next it’ll be fifth and eight, right? No-. now Clifford Johnson is running to the end zone. He makes a flying leap and squeezes in over the line. Touch Down! They kick for an extra point. I like the idea of being allowed to try for bonus points. That’s nice. They just said Kramer decided to take himself out of the game because he hurt his elbow. That’s nice, too, that these guys get to take a break if they want ‘cause yesterday I saw there’s some guy named Slaughter and if I knew a guy named Slaughter was after me I’d take myself out. So, does a pinch hitter go in for him now?

All right, I can see this play-by-play thing isn’t working. It’s all so confusing. The ref’s got a chain out on the field attached to some big orange buoy and he’s measuring something, the announcers are trying to decide what’s going on... How am I supposed to follow this? Officials can’t? Maybe this new NFL commissioner should start out fresh by eliminating these picky little rules and timeclocks and timeouts, etc. etc. Or, maybe I should just resolve myself to the fact I’ll never understand this—and take another puzzle instead?

Two weeks ago the campus community celebrated the long awaited opening of the Philip and Carrie Bermant Art Museum at Ursinus, and now the opening of another Museum, a complementary display of art, is about to occur.

Museum, a comedian by Tina Fey, is now in rehearsal at Ritter Center for performances November 9, 10, and 11 at 7:30 p.m. A “comedy of absurdities with a serious message,” the play takes place on the final day of a group show of three ficticious contemporary American artists. Museumgoers of all types and attributes attend, remarking upon the white on-white canvases, the astonishing clothesline, the sculptures of “found materials.” Directed by Dr. Joyce Henry, chair of the Communication Arts Department, the cast of 30 contains some familiar but surprising faculty faces, several proTheatre regulars, and many new talented students.

For Cyno P.4

named funding and weak though they may be, they are relatively long standing institutions and therefore are a precedent for the funding. The funding for the Washington rally has been approved pending faculty approval of the Voice’s constitution but SAC held a special meeting at which (evidently) it was decided that in the future, the school will not fund protests. The problem with this doctrine is that the funding for all activities becomes even more subjective than it already may be. What constitutes a protest? When does a meeting become a protest? Much needs to be outlined and defined before anything is resolved.

Play by the Stars

BY LUCINDA L’AMOUR
Grizzly Columnist

Ever read a novel— I’m talking the real McCoy here, not any Harlequin crap—which entices you to get caught up in the swell of the character’s passion? I fall upon a well of literature which has even tamely erotic ideas in it. I am so amazed by the fact that there are unashamedly exciting elements in the book that I skim over the aesthetically important parts just to see what happens. Such was the case with the novel I’m presently plodding through. The author wonderfully created two beautiful characters who were having a forbidden relationship and who you were dying to see get together. After a few chapters, these characters finally satisfied their longing. After 200 pages of graphic, arousing detail, I was ready for another 200 pages describing the fulfillment of their desire. The author didn’t even give them 200 letters. All he wrote was, “She wanted to be taken and she was.” No firework, no bells ringing, no crashing waves, no adjectives, period. I almost burnt the book on the spot. I will spare you additional agony by not mentioning the title of the book, and instead provide graphic, arousing details about the Scorpion man.

The man born under the sign of Scorpio exudes sex. He has a dominant personality impatient with rules and conventions. You’ll get all the excitement and pleasure you want and perhaps a little more than you can take. Jealous, he expects your fidelity, even if you can’t have all of him. He is impatient in his aggressiveness, but he won’t leave you disappointed. You’ll probably have a night that you won’t forget. After he’s had his way, he’ll probably leave his shirt on, his shoes on, his pants on. You can’t get them all. Anyone who sees through his surface glitter knows how to win his heart. Also, anyone who starts nibbling on his ear will soon have Scorpio in the palm of her hand. A light kiss on the closed eye for some reason will send shudders and spasms up his Scorpian spine.

WEEKEND FORECAST

SCORPIO: With football season now in full-swing, watch for those quarterbacks hurling blue balls.

SAGITTARIUS: Be suspicious of all Thanksgiving turkeys eager to lay eggs.

CAPRICORN: While studying Friday night, remember that it’s no fun to be a bookworm—unless you’re reading Freud.

AQUARIUS: Your human sexuality course calls for extensive experimentation with your lab partner this weekend.

PISCES: If you hook-up with a guy named Arthur, be sure to ask if his Excalibur is still stuck in stone.

ARIES: While rolling in the hay, keep in mind that Mrs. O’Leary’s cow didn’t burn down Chicago by herself.

TAURUS: Try to re-start a campaign for Gay by coining, then experiencing the slogan: “You gotta have Hart!”

GEMINI: To stay that nasty oral fixation, may I suggest Lolly’s Pop?

CANCER: “Three for you, or two for me?” will be your trouble-some decision in the tea-ball market Saturday night.

LEO: When inserting a disk into your computer’s drive, execute only if you’ve put it in the correct slot.

VIRGO: If Jimmy Swaggart asks to cry in your lap, make him swear that he’ll change his Pop.

LIBRA: Tired of your man coming & going & going & coming & always too soon? Then prove how virtuous patience can be!

COURSE NOTICE - INTERDIVISIONAL
INT 302/402 - Community and Civilization
Spring 1990 J Sidie

Monday: 3:00 p.m. and a discussion section
Topic: Human Intervention In The Environment
Origins and Solutions
1) The myth of mother nature
2) Domination over nature - pre-industrial revolution
3) The biological basis and environmental problems

WANTED: STUDENT PARTICIPATION! The Grizzly is a student edited campus newspaper. Thus, it reflects what Ursinus students have to say. We have a serious lack of participation. Ergo, WE NEED YOUR HELP! Letters, articles, cartoons—ANYTHING!!! Typists, reporters, a new editor—ANYONE! STUDENTS OF UR SINUS, WRITE! YOU HAVE NOTHING TO LOSE BUT YOUR MINDS!
Roving Reporter: Are tastes in music diversified at U.C.?

Jenn Seitz '91
From the mixers I've been to, the music I heard at Demas was totally different from POD, so I believe that everyone has their own tastes.

Vic Starr '92 (WVOU D.J.)
Everyone's into rock of some kind. You have your 'Led Zeppelin,' 'REM,' and 'Paula Abdul' types, etc... At WVOU, we're not programmed; we're free to play whatever we want - it's well diversified...

Karen Michel & Craig Getty '92
I think that at a small school, you don't get the diversified tastes in music that you would find at a larger university.

Karen Michel & Craig Getty '92
I think that at a small school, you don't get the diversified tastes in music that you would find at a larger university.

From Nature P.4
Research in the History of Italian Renaissance Art (FA 401) is a new course offered for the spring semester. Taught by Dr. Derk Visser, the course will examine how ideas and iconography interact in this period of Italian art. Students will write analytic reports on assigned readings for the first month, and then begin individual research for the rest of the semester. The course will meet Mondays from 2:30 to 5:00. Prerequisite: FA 311, 312, or permission of the instructor.

Specials for Week of Nov. 6 thru Nov. 10

Monday — Turkey on Pita with a Lg. Drink — $2.60
Tuesday — Pierogies, Apple and Med. Drink — $1.95
Wednesday — Garden Salad with Tuna and Lg. Drink — $2.40
Thursday — Nuggets, Sm. Fries and Med. Drink — $2.90
Friday — Hot Ham and Cheese and Lg. Drink — $2.55

Try Our Fish Filet on Kaiser Roll with Lettuce and Tomato — Chips and pickles included!

November Early Bird Special:
Pastry or Large Choc. Chip Cookie
Small Coffee — .95¢

Valid 8 a.m. to 11 a.m.